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AIR EXPRESS FUEL SURCHARGES DROP IN FEBRUARY
Fuel surcharges for international air express shipments fell in February after oil
prices continued to drop, CEP-Research analysis has shown.
Global oil prices have showed some ups and downs over the last month with
a downward trend at the end of the month. WTI crude traded at US$29.69,
down from over US$32 a month ago and nearly US$40 in the beginning of
December.
In Europe, FedEx’s surcharge went down from 9% in January to 7% in
February. Similarly, UPS reduced its surcharge to 9% this month, down from
10% in January. The DHL surcharge dropped from 11% last month to 9%
in February while TNT also reduced its European surcharge to 12.25% this
month, down from 13% in January.
In the USA, FedEx and DHL both reduced their surcharge from 2.25% in
January to 0.75% in February. UPS also put down its surcharge from 4.25%
last month to 3% in February. TNT was the only integrator to keep its US
surcharge in February at the level of the last three months of 6%.
In Asia Pacific, all the four integrators reduced their surcharges this month.
FedEx reduced its surcharge from 7% in January to 4.5% in February. The
UPS surcharge also fell to 7% this month, down from 9.25% in January.
Similarly, DHL also put down its Asia surcharge from 11% last month to 9%
in February, which was also the case with its European surcharge. TNT’s Asia
surcharge also dropped from 12.75% in January to 11.75% this month.
Source: CEP-Research
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US POSTAL SERVICE REPORTS FISCAL YEAR 2016 FIRST QUARTER
RESULTS

LOGISTICS COMPANY, SCHNEIDER RECENTLY RECOGNISED BY THE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

The US Postal Service has reported an operating revenue of US$19.3bn for
the first quarter of fiscal year 2016, an increase of US$613m or 3.3% over the
same period last year. The increase was driven by the record volume of packages
delivered during the 2015 holiday season. The first quarter is typically the strongest
quarter of the fiscal year for the Postal Service.

US logistics company, Schneider has improved their environmental performance
and proven efficiency of freight management operations with a SmartWay
Excellence Award. The award is reserved for the top 2% of SmartWay’s 3,000
members, it is the EPA’s highest recognition for organisations that significantly
reduce the environmental impacts of the freight sector.

Controllable income for the quarter was US$1.3bn compared to US$1.1bn for the
same period last year. Net income for the quarter was US$307m, a change of
US$1.1bn from the net loss of US$754m for the same period last year. The change
in net income was most significantly impacted by a US$1.2bn favourable change in
the workers’ compensation expense as a result of interest rate changes.

Source: Schneider

Source: USPS

FEDEX TO INVEST US$200M IN MORE THAN 200 GLOBAL COMMUNITIES
BY 2020
FedEx Corp has unveiled its new global giving platform, FedEx Cares. The
company will invest US$200m in more than 200 communities by 2020 to create
opportunities and deliver positive change around the world. The initiative will see
the funds go towards helping Sustainable Transport, Employment Pathways, Road
Safety and Delivering for Good, which will see the funds go towards resources
during disasters and special shipments.
Source: FedEx
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QUANTIUM SOLUTIONS PARTNERS HUBBED TO ECO-VEHICLES CONFIRMED AS WAY OF THE
MAKE ONLINE SHOPPING AND PARCEL
FUTURE FOR NEW ZEALAND POST

SINGPOST ACHIEVES STRONG GROWTH IN
REVENUE AS TRANSFORMATION PROGRESSES

HUBBED, a one-stop e-Commerce service, has built a
network of some 680 newsagents to provide a parcel
delivery service in every major city across Australia.
To heighten customer convenience, HUBBED will also
offer parcel drop-offs and sale of delivery products in
the near future.

New Zealand Post has further invested their parcel
and mail business with the addition of new Paxster
electric delivery vehicles to its fleet.

Singapore Post has announced its results for the first
nine months of the financial year ended 31 December
2015.

Among other partners, HUBBED will continue to work
with Couriers Please Holdings Pty Ltd, which is owned
by Quantium Solutions. Couriers Please has extensive
last-mile coverage across Australia with depots in
Eastern and Southern Australia. It has a network of
over 600 franchisees nationwide, enabling SingPost
to provide end-to-end solutions across e-Commerce,
forwarding, warehousing and delivery in Australia.

Over the course of two years, New Zealand Post will
invest NZ$15m in order to purchase the vehicles from
Norwegian manufacturers Paxster AS, with the first
shipment of 50 Paxsters due to arrive in mid-2016.
The new four-wheeled vehicles can carry loads of up
to 200kg and have been part of a successful pilot of
combined parcel and mail delivery. The vehicles will be
used in areas where the terrain is suitable and where
permission has been granted by the local council. New
Zealand Post is now working with staff and unions on
detailed plans for the national rollout.

Source: HUBBED

Source: New Zealand Post

Continuing expansion in e-Commerce and Logistics
activities, along with contributions from new
subsidiaries raised SingPost’s revenue for the
first nine months of FY2015/2016 by 24.3% to
S$834.0m. Operating profit improved 18.5% to
S$176.8m due to strong growth in Logistics and
e-Commerce-driven international mail as well as oneoff gains from divestments. Net profit was S$143.5m,
an increase of 17.6%. These figures bear out the
Group’s transformation into a global e-Commerce
logistics company, which was achieved while growing
underlying net profit, up 1.2% to S$121.8m.
E-Commerce related revenues rose 53% and made up
33.4% of Group revenue, up from 27.1% the previous
year. E-Commerce activities drove growth across
all three business segments and improved margins
as SingPost continued to build its e-Commerce
capabilities.
Source: SingPost
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POSTI AND SECURITAS START REGIONAL
COOPERATION IN ALARM AND SECURITY
SERVICES
Finnish operator, Posti is working with its partners
to develop new services for the home. Posti has
collaborated with Securitas to launch a trial project to
be released in Spring, testing on the ways to expand
and improve their emergency vehicle fleet.
As digitalisation is decreasing the volume of traditional
mail, Posti is investing in developing its business in
services related to care, security and housekeeping.
Posti’s network of professionals and our transport fleet
cover the entire country, and they can be used for the
benefit of companies, cities and consumer customers
in many ways in addition to the delivery of shipments
and meals.
Source: Posti

DHL TO START BUILDING GIANT BOCHUM
PARCELS CENTRE NEXT YEAR
Deutsche Post DHL has confirmed that they will start
construction of a large-scale new parcel sorting centre
in North-Rhine Westphalia, in summer 2017. The
multi-million euro facility plans to become operational
in 2019, creating 600 jobs in the region.
After German car manufacturer, Adam Opel OG’s
production site closed at the end of 2014, DHL will
use the 140,000 sqm area for constructing the
large-scale parcel sorting centre with capacity to sort
50,000 parcels per hour.
The industrial and commercial area in BochumLaer covers 680,000 sqm in total, of which about
450,000 sqm can be used for industrial and
commercial purposes. The site will be divided in
three construction phases in the coming years with
the aim to attract especially small and medium-sized,
technology-oriented companies.

AN POST DELIVERY BOX IS THE BUSINESS
Irish operator, An Post has introduced their nationwide
DeliveryBox service. After a successful launch in the
South East in October, An Post has decided to release
the boxes nationwide and will operate as an addition
to An Post’s existing mails and parcels services.
The DeliveryBox was created in response to the data
that An Post saw its contract parcel business increase
by 22% in 2013 fuelled by the growth in online and
catalogue shopping. DeliveryBox marks part of An
Post’s response to changing consumer needs; the
service is ideal for online shopping and for ensuring
confidentiality of the mail. No more waiting around for
deliveries, no more missed parcels. An Post’s smart
scanning system acts as proof of delivery and there’s
no need for a signature. And the technology behind
DeliveryBox enables direct contact with the customer
to inform them when a delivery has been made.
Source: An Post

Source: CEP-Research
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JERSEY POST SELECTS SEFAS SOFTWARE TO
ENHANCE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Jersey Post has selected Sefas’s Harmonie
Communication Suite (HCS) to improve operational
performance and enhance customer experience in its
digital print division.
Rolling out over the next three months, the HCS project
will give Jersey Post the ability to create, produce and
manage all outbound communications through both
traditional print as well as online channels, including
dynamic communications for mobile devices. It will
also allow the company’s clients to access, approve
and track communications with full visibility and
control.
HCS will streamline and standardise Jersey
Post’s production of a number of customer
documents, including financial statements and client
correspondence. HCS’s open architecture offers the
flexibility, scalability and automation needed for Jersey
Post to achieve its goals of improved operational
efficiency and enhanced customer experience.

POST NORD’S YEAR-END REPORT 2015

TNT SIGNS CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT

At Post Nord, Christmas e-Commerce broke new
records. The Swedish and Danish operator confirmed
that a third of their new agreements are in the
e-Commerce segment, and that a number of new
agreements in heavy logistics were signed. For the full
year 2015, mail volumes fell by 8%, of which 16% in
Denmark and 6% in Sweden.

TNT Express has signed an agreement to sell its
airline operations TNT Airways and Pan Air Líneas
Aéreas to ASL Aviation Group, conditional on the
completion of FedEx’s intended acquisition of TNT,
which is expected in the first half of 2016.

In Q4 the Group’s adjusted operating income
amounted to SEK501m. The result was positively
affected by implemented savings programs and healthy
volumes related to Christmas shopping. The result
for the quarter has been adjusted for items affecting
comparability (net costs) totaling SEK785m mainly
related to restructuring costs. The Group’s adjusted
operating income for the full year 2015 was SEK927m.
The adjustment process is progressing well, and
restructuring are continually being implemented to
adapt the business to market development.
Source: Post Nord

Source: Jersey Post

© 2016 - IPC.be

As part of the agreement, ASL Aviation Group will take
over the flights operated by TNT Airways and Pan Air
Líneas Aéreas from the moment the sale is completed.
ASL Aviation Group expects the airlines will maintain
contracts with partner airlines, contractors and
suppliers. In conjunction with the transaction, ASL
Aviation Group has entered a multi-year service
agreement with TNT to operate flights for the intended
FedEx-TNT combination. ASL Aviation Group will
continue to serve multiple airline customers.
After the deal has been completed, employees of TNT
Airways and Pan Air Líneas Aéreas will become part
of ASL Aviation Group. TNT’s Liège hub (Eurohub)
is not part of the airlines sale. It will be maintained
as a significant operation for the intended FedEx-TNT
combination going forward.
Source: TNT
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GLS HAS A NEW NETWORK PARTNER IN
SOUTH-EAST EUROPE

DPD GROUP COMMITS TO CARBON-NEUTRAL
DELIVERIES

Since the beginning of 2016, the GLS Group has
been working with A2B Express in Serbia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro and Kosovo.

DPDgroup has committed to reduce its carbon footprint
by 10% per parcel by 2020 and to compensating
the remaining emissions linked to its parcel transport
activity. In 2014, DPD compensated the equivalent of
700,000 tonnes of CO².

Research from Royal Mail’s annual survey on the
preferences and habits of online shoppers, Delivery
Matters, found that one in three Australian shoppers
had purchased an item via a UK website in the last
three months, demonstrating the potential for UK
online retailers who wish to expand internationally.
The global priority return service is currently available
to customers in 17 European countries including
Germany, France, Spain and the Republic of Ireland.

Source: Geopost Group

Source: Royal Mail

PARCELFORCE WORLDWIDE LAUNCHES
GLOBAL PRIORITY RETURN SERVICE FOR
RETAILERS POSTING TO AUSTRALIA

HERMES STARTS WORK ON NEW £31M
MIDLANDS SUPER HUB

Both companies feed international parcels into their
partner’s network, with the respective partner then
handling onward transport and delivery. GLS Croatia’s
hub in Zagreb serves as an interface for crossborder parcels. GLS and A2B Express work closely
together to coordinate customs clearance. As the two
companies have linked their IT systems, it is possible
to seamlessly track parcels and smoothly process
service queries.
A2B Express operates numerous hubs and depots in
the region. Founded in 2008, the company offers its
roughly 3,000 customers a broad spectrum of parcel
and logistics services.
Source: GLS Group

© 2016 - IPC.be

Royal Mail Group’s express parcels business,
Parcelforce Worldwide, is extending its tracked
“globalpriority” return service to retailers sending
items to Australia
The service makes it easier for UK online retailers to
provide international shoppers with a trackable return
service for unwanted items, improving customers’
overall buying experience. Returned items posted from
Australia using Parcelforce Worldwide’s globalpriority
return service will arrive in the UK within three to four
days

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

Hermes, a consumer delivery group, has confirmed
it is to build a state-of-the-art automated parcel
distribution hub located in Rugby, Warwickshire.
The £31m development will be the largest single
investment ever made by Hermes.
The 270,000 square foot Midlands Super Hub will
have the capacity to process up to 1.1m parcels every
day and will increase the company’s overall parcel
processing capacity by 45%, as well as creating more
than 200 new permanent jobs.
Source: Hermes
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ONLINE SHOPPER SURVEY
The IPC Online Shopper Survey aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the trends and drivers shaping cross-border e-Commerce from the perspective
of online consumers. The study focuses exclusively on online cross-border
shopping for goods requiring physical delivery.
The research was conducted with an online sample of 240 consumers reflective
of age and gender for each of the following countries: Austria, Australia, China,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the
United States.
In order to assist postal operators and meet the evolving needs for cross-border
e-Commerce, this research will be repeated annually. In 2016 the sample size
will be increased to 1,000 respondents per country.
IPC conducted this research in conjunction with Qualtrics, the world’s leading
insight technology provider with over 7,000 clients worldwide and used by 99
of the world’s top 100 business schools. Qualtrics has over 1.8m users and over
250,000 active projects at any point in time and is the leading online survey
platform. All respondents were recruited from the Qualtrics professional panel
database in each country and the demographics are included within this report.
Qualtrics partners with the largest and most well-known panel providers in
the world (over 20 online panel providers) to supply a network of diverse and
quality respondents. The majority of Qualtrics samples come from traditional,
actively managed market research panels, however social media is also used
to gather respondents.
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Key findings from the survey are as follows:

• Only 4% of frequent cross-border shoppers returned orders.

• On average, 63% of frequent cross‐border online shoppers shop at least once
a month.

• 69% of all cross-border parcels weighed less than 2 kg and 84% weighed less
than 4kg.

• Tracking was available for just 60% of items purchased by frequent cross-border
shoppers.

• 61% of cross-border parcels did not fit through the mailbox / letterbox.

• 99% of Chinese cross-border online shoppers shop at least once a month and
25% shop at least once a week.

• 84% of cross-border shoppers were either very satisfied or satisfied with their
delivery experience.
Access the public report here.

• 77% of all cross-border online shoppers prefer to order on a computer. However
in China 53% prefer a tablet or smartphone.
• 56% of consumers who prefer to shop on a smartphone are between 16 and 34,
compared with just 2% of consumers over 65.
• 76% of consumers prefer to have their cross-border parcels delivered to their
home address.
• 80% of frequent cross-border online shoppers bought goods from China (29%),
France (5%), Germany (14%), the UK (19%) and the US (13%).
• 25% of total cross-border shopping was for clothing, footwear and apparel
followed by 14% for consumer electronics.
• 59% of goods bought by frequent cross-border online shoppers cost between
€10 and €100 and only 1% of goods were valued over €500.
• In China, the value of cross-border goods purchased was significantly higher
than in other countries with 65% of goods imported into China between €101 and
€300.
• 59% of all frequent cross-border online shoppers were offered free shipping.

© 2016 - IPC.be
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CHINESE JD.COM PARTNERS WITH GERMAN
PARCEL DELIVERY COMPANIES
JD.com, China’s largest online direct sales company
and two German parcel delivery companies entered
into partnerships to provide wide variety of crossborder e-Commerce services and strengthen each
other.
JD.com’s partnership with Hermes’ parent company,
Otto Group resulted in a new joint venture, Zitra. The
newly founded company will serve as an accelerator
for international brands looking to expand their sales
on JD.com’s e-Commerce marketplace by providing
services including third party operation, marketing
strategies, IT system handling, logistics and post-sale
services.
For all cross-border logistics between Europe and
China, Zitra will utilise the infrastructure of the
Hermes Group, the Otto Group’s services segment.
This comprises full customs-clearance service, realtime duty and tax quotes, and full track and trace.
The fulfilment service covers international order
management, B2B and B2C inbound and outbound
logistics, efficient returns handling, and cash-flowoptimisation services.

chain initiatives with DHL. The partnership is set to
leverage the two companies’ expertise in logistics and
e-Commerce, further expanding their relationship. In
July 2015, the two companies announced that DHL
would be the preferred logistics service provider for
moving American products ordered on JD.com’s US
Mall to and across China.
Under the terms of the expanded 2016 agreement,
DHL will become the preferred logistics supplier to
JD.com’s International Business Group, which focuses
on consumers in markets outside of China. JD.com
will also become a strategic customer under DHL’s
Fast Growing Enterprises initiative and gain access
to a comprehensive suite of logistics solutions across
all DHL business units. DHL will provide international
express, air, ocean and road freight; warehousing;
parcel delivery; e-Commerce services and access to
fulfilment distribution centres, and local distribution
services in key regions to support the global growth of
JD.com internationally.
Source: CEP-Research, freightweek.org

The Chinese e-retailer has also signed an agreement
to cooperate on a range of cross-border supply

© 2016 - IPC.be
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SWISS POST MAKES ONLINE SHOPPING
EASIER
As online retail becomes more widespread, customers
are increasingly demanding simplicity. Swiss Post
is responding to this need with various innovations,
one of which is a single Swiss Post login that allows
customers to log in to various online shops. Swiss
Post login allows for personal data and delivery
addresses to only be entered once. Online shops no
longer require their own address management. In
addition, during the course of 2016, it will be possible
to channel incoming parcels individually, for example
to a work or holiday address. Swiss Post is also testing
Sunday delivery of parcels to offer customers more
times to receive parcels. And receiving parcels will
become more flexible with the expansion of the parcel
terminal network.
If online retailers sign up for an exclusive Swiss
Post login solution, they can save the managing of
user accounts and can offer their customers greater
convenience. In the course of 2016 Swiss Post will
also launch individual management of parcels and
registered letters. As soon as a consignment is on
its way, the customer can use a consignment cockpit
on the Swiss Post website to select whether the
consignment should be delivered to a home address
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or to an alternative address. In addition, customers
will in future be able to set their personal delivery
preferences in this cockpit: they can determine where
and when their parcels and registered letters are
delivered – for example at home on Monday, a work
address on Tuesday, a parcel terminal on Wednesday,
etc.
To provide customers with a wider choice of delivery
in the future, Swiss Post is extending its services
at off-peak times in the evening and on Saturdays.
For example, customers can now request a second
attempted delivery in the evening for missed
consignments. In October 2015 Swiss Post also
started testing delivery on Sunday. The test will take
place in the cities of Zurich, Geneva, Lausanne and
Basel.
Source: Swiss Post

LA POSTE LAUNCHES FOOD DELIVERY SERVICE
ACROSS FRANCE
French national postal operator Le Groupe La Poste
entered the market of food deliveries with the launch
of ‘Chronofresh’ providing express deliveries of fresh,
non-perishable and deep-frozen groceries for private
and business customers across France through its
subsidiary Chronopost, part of the DPDgroup.
From February 2016, recipients are also able to choose
time-definite delivery including same-day delivery in
the evenings with a two-hour time slot from Monday
to Saturday, from 8 am to 10 pm. This service will
be initially available for the Paris metropolitan region
(Ile-de-France) and eight French cities including
Lille, Lyon, Rennes, Montpellier, Toulouse, Nantes,
Bordeaux and Strasbourg. Chronofresh includes the
option of tracking the parcels throughout the shipping
process and monitoring the temperature which ensures
compliance with the cold chain.
With Chronofresh, Chronopost covers three types
of grocery express deliveries. The first one includes
home deliveries (B2C) responding to cross-channel
challenges of producers, retailers and e-tailers who
look for new sales channels with regard to individuals.
The second type concerns express deliveries to
business sites (B2B) with a new supply model for

© 2016 - IPC.be
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large volume flows with no minimum order destined
for restaurateurs and retailers guaranteeing maximum
freshness for their clients. The third type represents
express deliveries of professional samples (B2B).
This is a unique service for manufacturers/producers
wishing to be listed with purchasing associations.
Chronopost plans to invest €20m by 2020 in the
infrastructure dedicated to all food products, whether
they are fresh, frozen or dry to transport and deliver
them while taking into consideration the cold chain.
Source: CEP-Research

UK RETAILER REINVENTS ITS DIGITAL RETAIL
STRATEGY
Argos is a leading UK digital retailer, offering more
than 33,000 products through www.argos.co.uk, its
growing mobile channels, stores, over the telephone
and uniquely, through Argos TV. As its customers
had for years been moving from a catalogue at home
to purchase in store, work on seamless transitions
should have been more straightforward than for many
companies.
However, that transition didn’t start until 2012 when
an ambitious plan to reinvent Argos as a digital retail
leader was announced. Given almost all consumers
now use multiple devices to browse for products,
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read reviews, compare prices and make purchases,
traditional retailers must be as compelling on small
screens and big screens as they are on the high street.

DP DHL TESTS DRONE DELIVERIES DIRECTLY
TO PARCEL LOCKERS

ROYAL MAIL EXPANDS ITS NATIONAL SAME
DAY NETWORK

And, crucially, the transition customers make when
they move from looking at a product in a smartphone
app, say, to an internet browser in the office, to
discussing its features in store must feel seamless.
Providing a seamless shopping experience is a key
objective for Argos and it takes a lot of co-ordination,
from synchronising information such as prices, special
offers and stock availability between what is online and
what is on the ground, to organising everyone, from
web designers to customer service reps, to provide a
consistent brand experience.

In January 2016, Deutsche Post DHL launched drone
delivery tests in the Bavarian Alps with an aircraft-style
‘Parcelcopter 3.0’ that will deliver packages directly
into a parcel locker for collection by recipients, and
is already looking ahead to commercial drone flights
within a few years.

In Q4 2015, Royal Mail acquired eCourier, a leading
same day delivery company operating mainly in
the Greater London area and offering nationwide
distribution. The combination of eCourier and Royal
Mail Sameday, Royal Mail’s existing courier business,
will create a significant player in the national same day
delivery market.

Ultimately, one of the goals of Argos’ digital
transformation is to promise customers who have
ordered and paid online to come in store, collect the
product and leave again within 60 seconds if they
wish.
Read more in the interview with Argos’ Chief Digital
Officer, Bertrand Bodson at Raconteur.net

The tests will run until March and the fully automated
Parcelcopter 3.0 will fly 8km from the village of Reit
im Winkel, about 110km south-east of Munich, to the
ski resort of Winkelmoosalm, which lies about 500
metres higher on the German-Austrian border. The
flights, which will be at least 80 metres above the
ground, will last 6-9 minutes with an average speed
of 70 km/hour.
If successful, the tests could be followed by the official
start of regular commercial flights with a small fleet
of drones, DP DHL executives told European media,
including CEP-Research, at a presentation in Prien am
Chiemsee, near Munich.
Source: CEP-Research

The acquisition of eCourier supports Royal Mail’s
strategic objective to enhance its parcel offering,
expand its network and capture more value in the
fastest growing segments of the UK parcels market.
Royal Mail is already a leading player in other key
parcels segments like business-to-business and
business-to-consumer.
Same day delivery is a premium segment of the parcels
market, with an estimated value of over £500m, and
growing rapidly at around 4-5% per year. While it
is principally a B2B market, the currently modest
B2C segment is expanding rapidly, driven by the
e-Commerce trends and the increasing consumer
demand for faster fulfilment.
Source: Royal Mail
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AMAZON TO FURTHER EXPAND ITS LOGISTICS
Amazon’s long-announced plans to expand its logistics may come to fruition in
2016. One of the reasons for this, is Amazon’s continuous growth in sales, exclusive
loyalty programme and the peak volume levels that can no longer be serviced by a
combination of courier and postal companies.
Worldwide membership of the Prime customer loyalty programme, which includes
diverse free or low-cost delivery options, increased 51% in 2015 compared to
previous year. The Prime Now rapid delivery service launched in December 2014
now covers more than 25 metropolitan areas across Italy, Japan, the UK and the
US while Prime Same Day, launched in Germany and the UK last year, offers Prime
members unlimited free same-day delivery on a million items. The company’s
Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA) service expanded its active customer base by 50%
and shipped over 1bn units on behalf of sellers last year.
Amazon had to add its own logistics capacity to support parcel carriers who were
no longer able to handle all additional capacity that Amazon needed during peak
periods due to its strong volume growth. Most of the logistics expansion was for
transportation between warehouses and sorting centres, and not for final-mile
delivery.
However, the 2015 Barclays Equity Research report suggests that Amazon’s
ultimate goal may be more than just handling excessive peak season volumes.
According to the report, at the end of 2016, Amazon is likely to operate over 100
US fulfilment and/or distribution centres. This would create a nationwide network
with meaningful scope and enable inventory placement closer to consumers in
most metropolitan areas.
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ABOUT IPC

IPC MARKET FLASH is a fortnightly newsletter providing a comprehensive look at
new developments emerging in the international postal marketplace. It is published by
the Markets and Communications department of the International Post Corporation.

International Post Corporation is a cooperative association of 24 member postal
operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America. Over the past two decades
IPC has provided industry leadership by driving service quality and interoperability, supporting its members to ensure the high performance of international mail
services and developing the IT infrastructure required to achieve this. IPC engages
in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of platforms for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best practices
and discuss strategy, and gives its members an authoritative, independent and collective voice. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments between
postal operators. With members delivering some 80% of global postal mail, IPC
represents the majority of the world’s mail volume.

If you would like to contribute to this publication or require further information,
please contact: publications@ipc.be.

For more information please visit our website www.ipc.be or contact us
at info@ipc.be.
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